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The Bengal delta connects the largest river system of South Asia, the GangesBrahmaputra-Meghna (GBM), with the northern Bay of Bengal (Fig. 1). It is home to
marked variability of the water cycle, over a broad range of timescales, from a few hours
(tides, cyclonic surges, flash floods) to a few weeks or months (monsoonal floods in the
rivers, mesoscale turbulence in the near-shore ocean).
Despite profound implications of the water level variability on the society and economy
of the 150 M people populating the delta (Fig 1), its dynamics is poorly observed and
understood. The intense cyclonic activity combined with the occasional river floods in a
very low elevation topography (a few meters above the Mean Sea Level) makes the
coastal population highly vulnerable to flooding hazard.
In the last fifty years, on average one cyclone hit the region every year claiming in total
five hundred thousand lives. The hydrodynamic models generally fails to capture the
extent of the inundation mostly because of the lack of high-resolution bathymetric
information. Moreover the region also suffers from lack of in-situ data which make the
problem relatively harder to solve. An ongoing effort to gather and utilize the available
in-situ measurement, tidal and storm surge modeling activity to understand the
inundation mechanism of Bengal delta is presented here.

Fig 1: Exposed population of South-Asian Deltas (Becker et al. 2019)

Bathymetry, Tidal Model and Performance

Fig 2: Our bathymetry sounding points (about 77k) primarily digitized for the purpose
of the present study. We merged these sounding points with the database from Krien
et al. (2016) with updated river outline and polder definition. The hydrodynamic model
developed using this bathymetry dataset is shown in Fig 3.

Fig 3 : (a) Model Mesh in SCHISM model (Zhang et al 2008) and water/ocean boundaries
(b) Validation with altimetry and station location in terms of complex error for dominant
tidal constituents (c) Bar plot showing the complex error compared to Krien et al 2016.
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Fig 4: A subset of synthetic cyclones from Emmanuel et
al. (2006) dataset for Bay of Bengal region. Our
hydrodynamic model is forced with the wind and
pressure derived from each cyclone of this large set of
cyclone dataset considering the mechanisms shown in
Fig 5. This dataset is derived for the current climatology
(1980-2015) and statistically consistent with the
observed storm statistics.
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Fig 5: Mechanisms of storm surge inundation. The
mechanisms in Green are considered at this point to
derive the probabilistic flood map shown in Fig 5. At
this point wind-waves and swell are not activated in
the model for preliminary investigation. We have
used historic observed discharge for river boundary
condition, similar to our tidal model. See Krien et al.
2017 for model performance.

Conclusions

Fig 6: 50 Year return period inundation map calculated from
the ensemble of 3600 cyclone presented in Fig 4. The
referencing of the inundation values are presented in the
caption. The result shows the relative importance of dikes to
protect near-coast area and lack thereof to make further
inland vulnerable to flooding.
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